Emphasized throughout this book is the idea that in vitro work has often thrown light upon an in vivo process or has indicated a new direction for in vivo study. It must be noted, however, that an in vitro situation is an artificial environment and care must be used in relating all such findings to the actual host-parasite relationship. In our age of molecular and submolecular microbiology, this book is refreshing. This reviewer is concerned about the number of graduate students who have not indicated any thought of relating their "test tube" studies to the behavior of the microorganism in a host or its natural environment. The book should be required reading for all graduate students in microbiology as well as for some of the faculty. In the past, for obvious reasons, books on applied mathematics were usually written for physical scientists or technologists rather than for biologists. This was reflected both in the topics covered and in the mathematical models presented. For example, it was common to see an account of applications to problems in electricity, mechanics, and surveying but rare to find reference to processes occurring in living organisms. More recently, however, mathematical biology has reached a stage of development in which it promises to be useful in the solution of important problems. The book under review was written in an attempt to present one branch of mathematics, namely modern algebra, to biologists training for research, and the illustrations are selected for their appeal to this group.
A MODERN ALGEBRA FOR BIOLOGISTS. By Howard M. Nahikian. Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 1964 . xii, 236 pp. $10.00. In the past, for obvious reasons, books on applied mathematics were usually written for physical scientists or technologists rather than for biologists. This was reflected both in the topics covered and in the mathematical models presented. For example, it was common to see an account of applications to problems in electricity, mechanics, and surveying but rare to find reference to processes occurring in living organisms. More recently, however, mathematical biology has reached a stage of development in which it promises to be useful in the solution of important problems. The book under review was written in an attempt to present one branch of mathematics, namely modern algebra, to biologists training for research, and the illustrations are selected for their appeal to this group.
The book begins with an elementary account of the theory of sets, which is basic to all modern mathematics, and continues with a chapter on applications of set theory to biology. The latter includes an account of a problem in genetics, information theory in relation to chemical reactions, relational biology, and a formulation of the concept of the distance between sets, the elements of which are defined by psychological measurements. The following chapter on general algebraic systems includes an application to the DNA-protein coding problem. It is succeeded by an account of theory of groups, which is included because of its importance in mathematics rather than for its immediate application to biological problems.
The three concluding chapters deal with determinants and matrices, and the application of these to population genetics, coupled biochemical reactions, and neural nets. Matrices are not described simply as a rectangular array of real or complex numbers but are presented as arising from linear transformations of vectors. The author uses this approach to extend the mathematical insight of his readers.
The book is described by the publisher as an advanced textbook for biologists. It is hard to decide whether this is a fair description. It is a book on mathematics, not on biology, and it calls for careful, contemplative reading. On the other hand, the biologist who is prepared for this and is not inhibited by the novelty of the concepts of modern algebra, will find that he can master the book without reviewing other texts in mathematics by way of preparation. Moreover, the strangeness of modern algebra is likely to wear off rapidly in the years ahead. Some of the contents of the first chapter, which is on set theory, are already included in the curriculum of grade schools, the earliest introduction often being made at the kindergarten level. For this and other reasons biologists should take the book seriously. This book is an excellent reference for workers in invertebrate ionic and osmotic regulation, and an excellent introduction on vertebrates and the biophysical bases of ionic and osmotic regulation in general. The authors are well qualified to write a book such as this since their own research covers a wide spectrum. They have done particularly well with the invertebrates in synthesizing an immense literature on osmotic and ionic regulation. They illustrate the historical development of concepts by well chosen examples from many diverse animal types. They show that the technological revolution in the use of radioisotopes and microchemical analysis has led to the evolution of the views of ionic and osmotic regulation through a steady state concept of a balance between excretion, secretion, evaporation, and ingestion to a homeostatic concept involving hormonal and nervous control of specific transport systems. This book is invaluable for its most thorough coverage of regulation by invertebrates for, unlike the case of vertebrates, the data are relatively new and are not available in summary form, much less as critically reviewed by the authors of this book.
More could have been done with the conceptual basis of osmotic and ionic control had this chapter followed the introductory chapter on biophysical concepts so that, as with biophysical concepts, the concepts of control could have been integrated into the discussions of data in subsequent chapters. I recommend reading Chapters 1, 8, and 9 first, which enables the reader to integrate the conceptual material with the data discussed, the value of which is seen in the authors' critical application by biophysical approaches to the data. For example, they frequently point out the danger of invoking mechanisms of ion movement when membrane potentials are unknown.
Omitted entirely is a discussion of cell membrane structure in general and of cells of excretory organs in particular. (An unfortunate choice of terms is made in using "cell wall" to distinguish the bounding cell membrane from intracellular membranes). Much is known from permeability and EM studies and the outlines of this knowledge seem to me essential to interpretations of osmotic and ionic regulation. Evolutionary and ecological aspects of transport would have been appropriate to include. There is a great diversity of transport systems, and examinations of these from a comparative point of view are yielding new insight into function. Comparative studies also show ecological correlates. It is surprising that the authors did not discuss B. Schmidt-Nielson's correlations (Annual Reviews of Physiology, 1961) , based on diverse phyla, of fine cell structure of
